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The article tries to analyse the current change in the demand and supply side of rural
agriculture due to passage of three ordinances passed by the current government. The
article also looks into the implications of revoking MSP on the farmers.



On 05 June, 2020, the government      

announced three ordinances — the     

Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce     

(Promotion and Facilitation) Ordinance,    

the Farmers (Empowerment and    

Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance     

and Farm Services Ordinance, 2020, and      

an amendment in the Essential     

Commodities Act, 1955.  

The Ordinances collectively seek to     

facilitate barrier-free trade of farmers’     

produce outside the markets notified     

under the various state Agricultural     

Produce Market Committees (APMC)    

laws, define a framework for contract      

farming, and impose stock limits on      

agricultural produce only if there is a       

sharp increase in retail prices.  The three       

Ordinances together aim to increase     

opportunities for farmers to enter long      

term sale contracts, increase availability of      

buyers, and permit buyers to purchase      

farm produce in bulk. 1  

1 “PM chairs Cabinet Meeting to give historic boost to 

Rural India”, Press Information Bureau, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare, June 3, 2020. 

 

First, the amendment of the Essential      

Commodities Act (ECA) is intended to      

encourage private investment in supply     

chain infrastructure, including   

warehouses, cold storages and    

marketplaces. 

Second, the Farmers’ Produce Trade and      

Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation)    

Ordinance, 2020 is aimed at facilitating      

barrier-free trade in agriculture produce. 

Third, the Farmers (Empowerment and     

Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance     

and Farm Services Ordinance, 2020 will      

empower farmers to engage with     

processors, aggregators, wholesalers, large    

retailers, and exporters in an effective and       

transparent manner," the RBI annual     

report said.2  

In response, farmers are expressing their      

outrage as they feel the ordinances are       

“anti-farmer” and pro “private buyers”.  

In the Farm Census 2015-16, nearly 86.2%       

of small and medium-scale farmers owned      

2 
https://www.cnbctv18.com/economy/msp-not-the-solu

tion-shift-terms-of-trade-in-favour-of-agriculture-rbi-67

27591.htm 

 



less than 2 hectares of land. Considering       

the scale on which small and medium       

farmers produce, it’s not feasible for them       

to sell their produce outside     

their mandal or district where the APMC     

market yard is present without a legal       

guarantee of MSP.3 This provision does      

not provide a level playing field to APMC        

mandis. If the mandi transaction cost on 1        

quintal wheat is calculated, at 8.5% all       

inclusive, it comes about Rs 164. So, on        

the sale of every quintal of wheat outside        

of the mandi, the government is      

incentivising big corporates, who will use      

this difference to offer better prices to       

farmers in the initial days. And when the        

APMC mandi system collapses in due      

course, big corporates will monopolise the      

trade 

In 2006, Bihar repealed its APMC Act with        

a similar objective to attract private      

investment in the sector and gave charge       

of the markets to the concerned      

sub-divisional officers in that area. This      

resulted in a lack of required marketing       

infrastructure as the existing    

3 
http://agcensus.nic.in/document/agcen1516/T1_ac_201
5_16.pdf 

infrastructure eroded over time due to      

poor upkeep. In unregulated markets,     

farmers faced issues such as high      

transaction charges and lack of     

information on prices and arrival of      

produce.4   

In the last 50 years GoI has procured        

grains, cereals and pulses from the      

farmers to distribute through PDS. In the       

last four years MSP price has seen a        

historic jump. The small and marginal      

farmers depend on the GoI for selling their        

produce but with the act, the selling of        

produce to the government would reduce      

forcing the small and marginal farmers to       

sell their produce. 5  

How the new law hurts farmers 

* Farmers not free to sell produce       

anywhere they like 

* Don’t have storage facility, so can’t wait        

for better price  

4 Conference of Agriculture Ministers of the States on 

Model Acts, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ 

Welfare, July 8, 2019. 

5 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/upcoming-a

griculture-ordinances-are-new-zamindari-system-congre

ss/article32589211.ece 

 



* Forced to sell much below MSP if        

procurement is delayed 

* Cartel fixes prices after procurement      

period 

* Farmers at mercy of commission agents,       

who lend them money for farm and       

personal expenses. Each agent has at least       

50-100 ‘dependent’ farmers 

* Often, agents buy crops at low market        

rates, store them and later sell at MSP in         

the next procurement season 

 

How the new law helps farmers 

* Farmers choose their markets 

* Farmers free to sell at their farm gate or          

to a cold storage, warehouse or processing       

unit in their own state or outside 

* Direct marketing of produce saves them       

agents’ cut 

* Don’t have to pay cess or levy on sale of           

produce, nor bear transport cost 

* Mandis forced to become more      

competitive 6 

6 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/why-ar
e-modi-govts-farmer-friendly-laws-facing-protests/
articleshow/78267465.cms 

Myths surrounding the new farmer’s     

bill:  

The current fear is that APMCs will go        

away and the current market will be       

regulated by free market force. APMCs will       

continue to exist, it will not be mandatory        

for farmers to sell to them, they can if they          

want to now they have the option to not to          

as well, in this case if the farmer strikes a          

better deal, the better price for their       

produce than the APMCS mandis then      

they will happily go with them, private       

farmers will be directly able to deal with        

farmers on their farmland and set a price,        

even buy their produce in advance due to        

which farming will flourish and there are       

massive innovations possible by freeing up      

this sectors dependence on the     

government sector.  

The bills will enable farmers to sell at a         

maximum profitable price instead of     

minimum support price.  

This reform will also reduce the power of        

licensed middlemen, at the bureaucracy     

level, regulations lead to corruption, black      

marketing and hoarding. There are many      

cases of middlemen exploiting farmers     



and forcing them to accept their terms and        

conditions, ever disallowing them to sell in       

their mandis if they don’t obey. Now the        

farmer can go outside the APMC and sell        

at a better price forcing the middlemen to        

accept the farmer's conditions.  

Brief history of Agriculture and     

introduction of MSP  

During the 1960s, India was the largest       

importer of food grains. In fact, during       

1966, over 10 million tonnes of wheat was        

imported leading to India being labelled as       

a nation surviving on a ship-to-mouth      

basis. The enormous crisis of cereals in the        

early 1960s led to India initiating      

agricultural policies and the green     

revolution. 7 

In 1964, the government set up the Food        

Corporation of India (FCI) to procure      

food-grains from farmers at remunerative     

prices, and through the public distribution      

system distribute them to consumers and      

also maintain buffer stock for food     

security. 

7 
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/food-as-peopl

es-right/article2769348.ece  

 

In order to buy there had to be a policy on           

pricing. In 1965, to advise on price policy        

for agricultural commodities and its     

impact on the economy, an Agricultural      

Prices Commission was set up. This      

resulted in the formulation of the Price       

Support Policy of the Government towards      

providing a safety net to agricultural      

producers against sharp fall in farm prices.       

The minimum guaranteed prices are fixed      

to set a floor below which market prices        

cannot fall. If no one else buys it, the         

government buys the stock at these      

minimum guaranteed prices. This is what      

came to be known as Minimum Support       

Price. MSP was introduced to give      

financial stability into the agricultural     

system and encourage production.8 

This one-price policy took final shape      

around 1974-76. It came with an      

assurance that prices would not fall below       

this fixed level, even in case of a bumper         

crop. 

For the farmers, especially small and      

marginal farmers, MSP assumed a bigger      

8 

https://sg.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/111438/7/07

_chapter%203.pdf 

 



role as it helped them determine revenues,       

plan accordingly and even influenced     

borrowing decisions. This has been one of       

the main reasons behind demanding an      

increase in MSP in most farmer protests in        

the past. While there are many other       

non-price factors which have a long-term      

impact on agricultural development like     

technology, irrigation, development of    

infrastructure, market reforms, better    

procurement & storage facilities and     

institutions, MSP has always remained     

contentious as it is directly linked with       

farmers’ income. 

Though MSP serves as a safety net for        

farmer’s it also costs a massive amount of        

public spending each year. In FY 2020-21,       

a total amount of nearly Rs 73,500 crore        

was paid towards minimum support price      

for wheat.  9 

An RBI Annual report stated "Hitherto,      

the main instrument of incentive has been       

minimum support prices, but the     

9 

https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/modi-govt-

procures-record-amount-of-wheat-during-lockdown-far

mers-earn-this-much-money-as-msp/1994844/ 

experience has been that price incentives      

have been costly, inefficient and even      

distortive. India has now reached a stage       

in which surplus management has become      

a major challenge." The central bank said       

that the priority should be to move to        

policy strategies that ensure a sustained      

increase in farmers’ income alongside     

reasonable food prices for consumers. In      

addition to an efficient domestic supply      

chain, the focus must now turn to the        

major reforms underway to facilitate free      

trade in agriculture. 10
 

Some key aspects related to farmers’      

income vis a vis MSP may not indicate as         

is seen on the surface of it. MSP is a          

nationwide single price policy. But the      

actual costing for production varies from      

place to place, more severely so in areas        

with lack of irrigation facilities and      

infrastructure. Moreover, MSP includes    

cost of sowing and labour (FL)as against       

comprehensive costs (C2), which include     

10 

https://www.cnbctv18.com/economy/msp-not-the-solu

tion-shift-terms-of-trade-in-favour-of-agriculture-rbi-67

27591.htm 

 



the land rent costs, and are far higher.        

Thus, not all farmers get equal and full        

benefits out of the scheme. Secondly, it       

has been seen that market prices do fall        

below MSP. This coupled with repeated      

hike in MSP, either paves way for       

inflationary effects on the economy, with      

rise in prices of foodgrains or results in       

massive expenditure to the exchequer.     

Finally, just increasing MSP without     

investing in infrastructure is myopic and      

results in long term implications as are       

being seen now. 

 

Way forward  

MSP is based on a ‘cost only’ model and         

completely ignores the demand side,     

which leads to dependence on the      

agri-marketing system. The government’s    

focus has essentially been on procurement      

rather than on building markets for the       

farmers. The resulting efficiency losses     

that the government intends to extend to       

the farmers. Therefore, it may be rational       

to shift support to farmers from      

procurement based policies to input based      

subsidies . It may be through investing       

heavily in direct income support (DIS) on       

per hectare basis, as recently announced      

by Telangana and Karnataka. DIS is easier       

to implement, more transparent, more     

equitable, crop neutral. DIS, if launched at       

the national level will cost Rs 1.97 lakh        

crore under the assumption that all      

farmers get Rs 10,000/ha irrespective of      

what crops they are growing and whom       

they are selling. The cost will be much        

lower if farmers, who have sold their       

paddy and wheat at MSP to government       

agencies. 11
 

 

11 https://icrier.org/pdf/Working_Paper_357.pdf 

 



The article tries to analyse the current change in the demand and supply side of rural
agriculture due to passage of three ordinances passed by the current government. The
article also looks into the implications of revoking MSP on the farmers.



On 05 June, 2020, the government 

announced three ordinances  — the 

Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce 

(Promotion and Facilitation) Ordinance, 

the Farmers (Empowerment and 

Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance 

and Farm Services Ordinance, 2020, and 

an amendment in the Essential 

Commodities Act, 1955.   

The Ordinances collectively seek to 

facilitate barrier-free trade of farmers’ 

produce outside the markets notified under 

the various state Agricultural Produce 

Market Committees (APMC) laws, define a 

framework for contract farming, and 

impose stock limits on agricultural produce 

only if there is a sharp increase in retail 

prices.  The three Ordinances together aim 

to increase opportunities for farmers to 

enter long term sale contracts, increase 

availability of buyers, and permit buyers to 

purchase farm produce in bulk. 1  

First, the amendment of the Essential 

Commodities Act (ECA) is intended to 

 
1 “PM chairs Cabinet Meeting to give historic boost to 
Rural India”, Press Information Bureau, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare, June 3, 2020. 

encourage private investment in supply 

chain infrastructure, including 

warehouses, cold storages and 

marketplaces. 

 

 

Second, the Farmers’ Produce Trade and 

Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) 

Ordinance, 2020 is aimed at facilitating 

barrier-free trade in agriculture produce. 

 



Third, the Farmers (Empowerment and 

Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance 

and Farm Services Ordinance, 2020 will 

empower farmers to engage with 

processors, aggregators, wholesalers, large 

retailers, and exporters in an effective and 

transparent manner," the RBI annual 

report said.2   

In response, farmers are expressing their 

outrage as they feel the ordinances are 

“anti-farmer” and pro “private buyers”.  

In the Farm Census 2015-16, nearly 86.2% 

of small and medium-scale farmers owned 

less than 2 hectares of land. Considering 

the scale on which small and medium 

farmers produce, it’s not feasible for them 

to sell their produce outside 

their mandal or district where the APMC 

market yard is present without a legal 

guarantee of MSP.3 This provision does not 

provide a level playing field to APMC 

mandis. If the mandi transaction cost on 1 

quintal wheat is calculated, at 8.5% all 

inclusive, it comes about Rs 164. So, on the 

 
2 https://www.cnbctv18.com/economy/msp-not-the-
solution-shift-terms-of-trade-in-favour-of-agriculture-
rbi-6727591.htm 

sale of every quintal of wheat outside of the 

mandi, the government is incentivising big 

corporates, who will use this difference to 

offer better prices to farmers in the initial 

days. And when the APMC mandi system 

collapses in due course, big corporates will 

monopolise the trade.  

 

In 2006, Bihar repealed its APMC Act with 

a similar objective to attract private 

investment in the sector and gave charge of 

the markets to the concerned sub-

divisional officers in that area. This 

resulted in a lack of required marketing 

infrastructure as the existing infrastructure 

eroded over time due to poor upkeep. In 

unregulated markets, farmers faced issues 

such as high transaction charges and lack 

 
3 
http://agcensus.nic.in/document/agcen1516/T1_ac_201
5_16.pdf 



of information on prices and arrival of 

produce.4   

In the last 50 years GoI has procured 

grains, cereals and pulses from the farmers 

to distribute through PDS. In the last four 

years MSP price has seen a historic jump. 

The small and marginal farmers depend on 

the GoI for selling their produce but with 

the act, the selling of produce to the 

government would reduce forcing the small 

and marginal farmers to sell their 

produce.5  

How the new law hurts farmers 

* Farmers not free to sell produce 

anywhere they like 

* Don’t have storage facility, so can’t wait 

for better price  

* Forced to sell much below MSP if 

procurement is delayed 

 
4 Conference of Agriculture Ministers of the States on 
Model Acts, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ 
Welfare, July 8, 2019. 

5 https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/upcoming-
agriculture-ordinances-are-new-zamindari-system-
congress/article32589211.ece 

* Cartel fixes prices after procurement 

period 

* Farmers at mercy of commission agents, 

who lend them money for farm and 

personal expenses. Each agent has at least 

50-100 ‘dependent’ farmers 

* Often, agents buy crops at low market 

rates, store them and later sell at MSP in 

the next procurement season 

How the new law helps farmers 

* Farmers choose their markets  

* Farmers free to sell at their farm gate or 

to a cold storage, warehouse or processing 

unit in their own state or outside 

* Direct marketing of produce saves them 

agents’ cut 

* Don’t have to pay cess or levy on sale of 

produce, nor bear transport cost 

* Mandis forced to become more 

competitive 6 

 
6 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/why-
are-modi-govts-farmer-friendly-laws-facing-
protests/articleshow/78267465.cms 



Myths surrounding the new farmer’s 

bill:  

 

The current fear is that APMCs will go away 

and the current market will be regulated by 

free market force. APMCs will continue to 

exist, it will not be mandatory for farmers 

to sell to them, they can if they want to now 

they have the option to not to as well, in this 

case if the farmer strikes a better deal, the 

better price for their produce than the 

APMCS mandis then they will happily go 

with them, private farmers will be directly 

able to deal with farmers on their farmland 

and set a price, even buy their produce in 

advance due to which farming will flourish 

and there are massive innovations possible 

by freeing up this sectors dependence on 

the government sector.  

The bills will enable farmers to sell at a 

maximum profitable price instead of 

minimum support price.  

This reform will also reduce the power of 

licensed middlemen, at the bureaucracy 

level, regulations lead to corruption, black 

marketing and hoarding. There are many 

cases of middlemen exploiting farmers and 

forcing them to accept their terms and 

conditions, ever disallowing them to sell in 

their mandis if they don’t obey. Now the 

farmer can go outside the APMC and sell at  

better price forcing the middlemen to 

accept the farmer's conditions.    

History of Agriculture and 

introduction of MSP  

During the 1960s, India was the largest 

importer of food grains. In fact, during 

1966, over 10 million tonnes of wheat was 

imported leading to India being labelled as 

a nation surviving on a ship-to-mouth 

basis. The enormous crisis of cereals in the 

early 1960s led to India initiating 



agricultural policies and the green 

revolution. 7 

In 1964, the government set up the Food 

Corporation of India (FCI) to procure food-

grains from farmers at remunerative 

prices, and through the public distribution 

system distribute them to consumers and 

also maintain buffer stock for food 

security. 

In order to buy there had to be a policy on 

pricing. In 1965, to advise on price policy 

for agricultural commodities and its impact 

on the economy, an Agricultural Prices 

Commission was set up. This resulted in 

the formulation of the Price Support Policy 

of the Government towards providing a 

safety net to agricultural producers against 

sharp fall in farm prices. The minimum 

guaranteed prices are fixed to set a floor 

below which market prices cannot fall. If no 

one else buys it, the government buys the 

stock at these minimum guaranteed prices. 

This is what came to be known as 

Minimum Support Price. MSP was 

 
7 https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/food-as-
peoples-right/article2769348.ece  

 

introduced to give financial stability into 

the agricultural system and encourage 

production.8 

 

This one-price policy took final shape 

around 1974-76. It came with an assurance 

that prices would not fall below this fixed 

level, even in case of a bumper crop. 

For the farmers, especially small and 

marginal farmers, MSP assumed a bigger 

role as it helped them determine revenues, 

plan accordingly and even influenced 

borrowing decisions. This has been one of 

the main reasons behind demanding an 

increase in MSP in most farmer protests in 

the past. While there are many other non-

price factors which have a long-term 

impact on agricultural development like 

technology, irrigation, development of 

infrastructure, market reforms, better 

8 
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procurement & storage facilities and 

institutions,  MSP has always remained 

contentious as it is directly linked with 

farmers’ income. 

Though MSP serves as a safety net for 

farmer’s it also costs a massive amount of 

public spending each year. In FY 2020-21, 

a total amount of nearly Rs 73,500 crore 

was paid towards minimum support price 

for wheat.  9 

An RBI Annual report stated "Hitherto, the 

main instrument of incentive has been 

minimum support prices, but the 

experience has been that price incentives 

have been costly, inefficient and even 

distortive. India has now reached a stage in 

which surplus management has become a 

major challenge." The central bank said 

that the priority should be to move to policy 

strategies that ensure a sustained increase 

in farmers’ income alongside reasonable 

food prices for consumers. In addition to 

 
9 https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/modi-
govt-procures-record-amount-of-wheat-during-
lockdown-farmers-earn-this-much-money-as-
msp/1994844/ 

an efficient domestic supply chain, the 

focus must now turn to the major reforms 

underway to facilitate free trade in 

agriculture. 10 

 

Some key aspects related to farmers’ 

income vis a vis MSP may not indicate as is 

seen on the surface of it. MSP is a 

nationwide single price policy. But the 

actual costing for production varies from 

place to place, more severely so in areas 

with lack of irrigation facilities and 

infrastructure. Moreover, MSP includes 

cost of sowing and labour (FL)as against 

comprehensive costs (C2), which include 

the land rent costs, and are far higher. 

Thus, not all farmers get equal and full 

benefits out of the scheme. Secondly, it has 

been seen that market prices do fall below 

10 https://www.cnbctv18.com/economy/msp-not-the-
solution-shift-terms-of-trade-in-favour-of-agriculture-
rbi-6727591.htm 

 



MSP. This coupled with repeated hike in 

MSP, either paves way for inflationary 

effects on the economy, with rise in prices 

of foodgrains or results in massive 

expenditure to the exchequer. Finally, just 

increasing MSP without investing in 

infrastructure is myopic and results in long 

term implications as are being seen now. 

 

Way forward  

 

MSP is based on a ‘cost only’ model and 

completely ignores the demand side, which 

leads to dependence on the agri-marketing 

system. The government’s focus has 

essentially been on procurement rather 

than on building markets for the farmers. 

The resulting efficiency losses that the 

government intends to extend to the 

farmers. Therefore, it may be rational to 

shift support to farmers from procurement 

 
11 https://icrier.org/pdf/Working_Paper_357.pdf 

based policies to input based subsidies . It 

may be through investing heavily in direct 

income support (DIS) on per hectare basis, 

as recently announced by Telangana and 

Karnataka. DIS is easier to implement, 

more transparent, more equitable, crop 

neutral. DIS, if launched at the national 

level will cost Rs 1.97 lakh crore under the 

assumption that all farmers get Rs 

10,000/ha irrespective of what crops they 

are growing and whom they are selling. The 

cost will be much lower if farmers, who 

have sold their paddy and wheat at MSP to 

government agencies. 11 

 

 


